WAIMANALO

D A7
1) THERE’S A PLACE THAT I KNOW OF ON THE EAST SIDE OF PARADISE
D
WHERE BLUE MEETS BLUE AND THE OCEAN AND SKY BECOME ONE.
D
WHERE THE MOUNTAINS AND THE SEA—THEY CALL OUT TO ME—
A7 D
COME ON OVER AND THE PEACEFUL SOUND OF THE WAVES GO ROLLING IN.

CHORUS:
A D
WAIMANALO—NO OTHER PLACE TO BE
A D
WAIMANALO—LOVED BY ALL WHO COME TO SEE
G A D
KU WAI PANA KU’U KU LA A HIWI KU AINA ALOHA
D A7
2) THE KUPUNA AND THE KEIKIS COME AND LAY AT KAIONA
D
AND THE GENTLE BREEZES CIRCLE IN AS HONU’S SWIM ON BY
D A7
VISIONS OF ANCIENT DAYS TAKE ME BACK TO ANOTHER TIME
A7 D
AT PAHOLU AND KAupo ANCESTORS CAME TO KNOW THIS PLACE SO FINE.

REPEAT CHORUS 2 X’s

REPEAT 1ST VERSE

CHORUS